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Mechanical gaming keyboard Motospeed K82 RGB (black)

Motospeed K82 Mechanical Keyboard
The  Motospeed  K82  is  a  keyboard  without  number  pads.  Its  small  size  increases  its  mobility,  so  you  can  take  it  with  you  almost
anywhere. What's more, the keyboard occupies less space on your desk, providing more room for comfortable gaming. The adjustable
RGB  backlighting  gives  it  a  fantastic  gaming  experience  and  the  Windows  key  lock  prevents  accidental  key  presses  and  unwanted
pauses in playing.
Modern design
Motospeed K82 keyboard thanks to its modern design will become an attractive decoration of every desk. With a genuine e-sports look,
this timeless device surprises not only with its functionality, but also with its unique and stylish design.
True gaming backlighting
Gaming colored LED backlighting adds the vibe to the K82 keyboard. Choose from 14 modes and play at any time of the day or night
without  any  visual  problems.  A  multitude  of  backlighting  colors  and  fantastic  lighting  effects  make  it  an  eye-catcher  with  a  modern
character.
Durability
The keys have a lifespan of 50000000 clicks, which makes them extremely durable. Don't worry about destroying the keyboard in the
middle of an exciting game - this damage-resistant device will serve you for many years.
Get the most out of your keyboard
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The keyboard has 12 function keys. You can adjust the volume, access the Internet, switch tracks and more. Don't want to accidentally
turn off the game when you least expect it? Lock the Windows key and don't worry about anything.
Brand
Motospeed
Name
K82 RGB Gaming Keyboard
Product code
K82
Response time
0.1ms
Key-life
50 million key presses
Material
ABS
Interface
USB
Cable length
1.7m
Dimensions
350x134x37mm
Colour
Black
Weight
617g ± 20g (without cable)
Switch type
Mechanical switches - OUTEMU Blue
Current
500mA
Operating voltage
DC 5V ± 5%
Other
Anti-ghosting  function,  WIN  lock,  N-Key  rollover,  customisable  backlighting  modes,  14  backlighting  modes,  12  function  keys,  macro
programming

Preço:

€ 39.00

Jogos, Keyboards
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